NurulQuran Dawrah e Quran

Flow Chart

Macro Structure

15. Surah Al Hijr (The Rocky Tract) Verses: 99; Makki; Paragraphs: 5
Period of Revelation: It is clear from its topics and style that the period of its revelation is
about the same as that of Surah Ibrahim, for two things are quite prominent in its
background. First, it appears from the repeated warnings in this Surah that in spite of the

fact that the Holy Prophet had been propagating the Message for many years, his people in
general had not shown any inclination towards its acceptance nay, they had become more
and more obdurate and stubborn in their antagonism, enmity and ridicule with the passage
of time. Secondly, by that time the Holy Prophet had begun to feel a little tired of making

strenuous efforts to eradicate disbelief and opposition of his people. That is why Allah has
consoled and comforted him over and over again by way of encouragement.

Main Themes: warning to those who
rejected Allah's Message, opposed it
tooth and nail, and ridiculed his
messenger, &
comfort and encouragement to the
Holy Prophet pbuh,

Paragraph 1: V 1-15
Paragraph 2: V16-25

Threat and warnings for
those who rejected Quran
and were making fun of
holy prophet pbuh.

Examples from universe of
Tawhid & life after death.

Paragraph 5: V85-99

Paragraph 4: V51-84

Encouragement for holy
prophet pbuh to keep
preaching Allah’s message
even in difficult situations

stories from past in
regards to rewards &
punishments;
story of Ibrahim 51-56

story of Lut 57-77
story of aika 78-79
story of thumud 80-84
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Paragraph 3: V26-50
story of Adam & Satan;
"There is only one way of
salvation and that is the
Way of obedience to
Allah. If you discard this
Way, every other way will
be a way of Satan which
will take you directly to
Hell."

